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Footba II Fever Runs

Football Resumes
In lntramurals
This Wed'nesday

1

o.l.?-

l-ligh Through Years
NEW YORK (UPI) - College
football officially is entering its
100th season and the school that
won the first game back in 1869
still takes a serious view of the
sport.
Rutgers University of New
Brunswick, N.J., a 6 to 0 winner
over Princeton in that very first
game played at Rutgers near the
site where college football's hall
of fame now stands, long ago,
went off the big time, but football
fever runs high on its modest
level.
A year ago, Rutgers had a
sophomore qutrterback who managed to operate fairly well despite a bad shoulder. Bruce Van
Ness, everyone said, would be a
whiz-bang if it weren't for that
injury.
Recognizing he had a highly
valuable property who could be a
meal-ticket for two more years,
coach John Bateman saw to it
that Van Ness went into off-season surgery.
"And I went along to watch,"
says Bateman. "I sat in one of
those glass observation booths
looking straight down on him. Be~
Iieve me, I counted all the sponges
and instruments to make sure the
surgical team didn't leave any
inside him."

The schedule for Wednesday
and Thursday Intramural Football clashes is as follows (fields
are located just south of University Stadium):
Wednesday, September 25: 3:45:
field 1, Kiowa vs. Toltec; field 3,
Phi Delta Theta vs. Sigma Chi;
fiield 4, Pi Kappa Alpha vs. Alpha
Epsilon Pi.
4:45: Field 1, Comanchero vs.
Aztec; fiield 2, Mossman vs. Mendoza; fiield 3, Lambda Chi Alpha
vs. Phi Sigma Kappa; fiield 4, Alpha Tau Omega vs. Kappa Alpha;
and field 5, Sigma Phi Epsilon vs.
Phi Gamma Delta.
Thursday, September 26: 3:45:
fiield 1, Tiwa vs. Acoma; field 3
4th Street Winos vs. Woodchucks;
field 4, Pharmacy vs. Students for
Democratic Football; fiield 5 2
DS Institute vs. Columbus Athletic Club.

Van Ness now is better than
ever, with everything pinned back
in place.
"His right shoulder is stronger
than the other one now," says
John with a sigh of relief.
Not that Van Ness will put
Rutgers in the top 10 or 20 or
even 30 but Rutgers, which hopes
to keep near the ivy league level,
at least figures to have a little
serious fun with its passer in the
pink.
Rutgers, was well as Princeton,
almost took the game too seriously in the beginning.
Rutgers won the first game on
Nov. 6, 1869 but Princeton won
the return match a short time
later.

Gentlemen!

Cornerback Joe Presente

From Coast to Coast
the Le<:1der in serving

Defensive Backfield
Improves With Presente

the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women

Joe Presente, 4-11, 185 pound
Senior cornerback for the Lobos
is a defensive standout in a sec-

Lobo

ondary that hasn't been known

for its excellence during the past
few years.
Joe had possibly his best day as
a Lobo last Saturday, covering
outstanding flanker from UTEP

111 laundry & Dry Cleaning
Service
111-8 Harvard, S.E. 242-5124

i&ur!nr~s
Hair Styles for Men

$10 VALUE FOR $9

Name: .................. , .•.•.•
Volly Murphy. He repeatedly alStudent ID: # ... , , ... , ... , , .. , , .
lowed Lobo pass rushers a chance
at quarterback Brooks Dawson
with his good coverage. He literally stole a pass from Murphy's
arms late in the game.
Joe started at cornerback last
7
season, so be entered this campaign with plenty of experience.
In 1967 he was credited with
·e!ght pass deflections, 14 unasSisted tackles and 10 assisted. He
Appointments
also led this season's official onegame defensive statistics with
Available
five unassisted and !C';II' assisted ,
But Not
tackles for a total of fifty-one defensive points.
Necessary
Presente bas great speed and
Joseph Ron
reactions. He played for coach
Thomas Moran at Boston TechniConveniently Close
cal and was named to the all city
team and honorable mention all(across from the
state his senior year. He was
also an all-stater in track and
2914 Central S.E.
baseball.
Joe bails from Boston, Massachusetts.

Shop

and Hair Styling

C. Woodrow Wilson Pharmacy
3100 Central Ave. at Richmond
C. Woodrow Wilson (Owner)

Men's & Ladies' Toiletries
Weekdays 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sundays 9 a.m. to I p.m. & 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Open most Holidays
Dial 255-558 l

Free Delivery

One of Albuquerque's Oldest Reliable Rx Departments

Specializing
In Razor-Cuts
and
Hair-Styling
Ben

To Campus
Triangle)
255-4371
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Delta Sigma Pi
Cordially Invites
Business Administration
And
Economics Majors
To A Rush Smoker
September 24
7:30
Desert Room
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Lobo photo by Rich Stciskal

NCAA Review

Associated Students President
Jim Dines, left, and Academic
Vice-president Chester C. Travelstead, (right) met yesterday to
discuss ways in which students
can become involved in the forthcorning UNM review by the
NCAA.

War Demonstrators
Burn Dr.aft Records
MILWAUKEE, Wis. (UPI) Fourteen persons were arrested
.Tuesday night after they broke
into Selective Service headquarters, seized draft records and
burned them at the foot of a
flagpole dedicated to World War
I veterans.
Police said the 14 would be
charged with burglary and arson.
The demonstrators broke into
the downtown draft headquarters
about 6 p.m., gathered 1-A draft
files into burlap bags and carried
them across the street to a small
triangular park.
After pouring on flammable
liquid described by the protesters
as "homemade napalm," the documents were ignited. Flames nearly reached the top of the flagpole.
Grop Sings Hymns
Witnesses said the group
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years for any given institution, deficiency has been rectified. It is
By GEORGE CAMPBELL
and the review team looks at all not necessary for an instittt'.:W.ll
Staff Writer
aspects of the institution, includ- to be accredited, but accreditaChester C. Travelstead, academ- ing student involvement and con- tion is an assurance of quality to
ic vice-president, Hershey Julien, cern about campus life, recent the institution ad the public it
administrative assistant to the changes in student concern, and serves.
academic vice-president and Jim examines issues which students
In a letter to faculty, students
Dines, Associated Students presi- feel to be important.
and administrative staff, Pl·esident, met yesterday to discuss
Travelstead emphasized that dent Ferrel Heady said in part
student involvement in the forth- the administration would make that ". . . A review visit is incoming review of UNM by the great efforts to make students tended to be as thorough and comNorth Central Accrediting Asso- available to the committee, but prehensive an evaluation of the
institution as is commonly expericiation (NCAA).
added that they (the committee)
The NCAA is one of six such have the final word as to how enced in an accrediting visit."
associations in the nation whose the students are to be selected.
Seven Criterra
:purpose is to review colleges and "It is not uncommon," said
The Review team will ask the
and secondary schools, assuring Travelstead, "for members of the following questions about UNM:
society that educational standards committee to walk around campus
1. What is the educational taslt
are met, and providing a basis and talk to individual students at of the institution?
from which different schools may random."
2. Are the necessary resources
base their criteria for transferavailable for carrying out the
Cross Section
ring credits for students who atIt is likely, however that the task of the institution?
tend diffe1·ent secondary schools committee will choose a more
3. Is the institution well-organand colleges.
rep1•esentative cross-section of ized for carrying out its educaFour Team Members
the student body with whom they tional task?
The r e v i ew will take place
4. Are the programs of instructalk.
sometime between Februa1·y and can
This group will probably in- tion adequate in kind and quality
June, with the review team, con- clude some members of student to serve the purposes of the insisting of four NCAA members, government as well as other camstitution?
spending four or five days on pus organizations. How the final
5. Are the institution's policies
campus.
choice is to be made is not yet and practices such as to foster
Membership in the NCAA is known, because the review compurely voluntary, with the institu- mittee has yet to advise the uni- high faculty morale?
6. Is student life on campus retion bearing the expense of the versit as to their ·preference on
levant
to the instittuion's educareview. The ex-pense varies as to the matter. "Our goal is to help
tional
task?
the size and type of degree offer- them honestly," said Travelstead.
7. Is student achievement coned by the institution. A junior
The review team will also be
college would pay $1,400 for the interested in talking with admin- sistent with the purposes of the
accreditation visit, while an in- istrative p e r son n e 1 who deal institution?
Steering Committee
stitution offering a doctoral pro- largely with students and student
President Heady has appointed
gram would spend $2,600 on the
affairs.
a steering committee to aid the
accrediting association.
Resolve Deficiencies
NCAA review team in evaluating
The members of the review
At the end of the review, the tbe university, and bas urged
team are all professional people committee
offers suggestions and ua.ll members o£ the academiC
who offer their services free of criticism to
the institution in community to consult with the:rn
charge, and who have experience
question, and if it is found to be about the coming review."
in evaluating education and edu- largely deficient in a given area,
Other than Travelstead, Hercational institutions.
the institution may be "warned"
(Continued on page 8)
Ten Year Period
or placed on probation until the
A review is made every ten

joined arms and began singing
religious songs. One member also
began reading pa-ssages from
scripture.
When police arrived, the demonstrators offered no resistance.
Firemen extinguished the flames.
Attorney Nathan Rothstein,
who has an office in the building,
said a cleaning woman rushed
into his office, told him several
men had broken into the draft
headquarters. She said one of
them tried to choke her when she
protested their actions.
Files were strewn in the lobby
of the building. Police were standing guard to keep the remaining
files from being taken.
The building also houses Air
Force, Navy and Coast Guard recruiting offices.
It was the second antiwar demonstration in Milwaukee in
three days.

Scheduled By

You're in .charge of building the float, decoratin~ the house
an~ dressmg up the party. So you need Pomp:J, the flame·
r~ststant.decorative tissue. You can decorate anything beautifully With Pomps; inside and out, and do it faster, easier,
better. Pomps don t cost much. They're cut 6" x 6"
ready to u
• 17 . •
square,
• . se, co~e m
VIVId colors that are virtually run·
proor wncn wet. Huy Pomps at your bookstore, school su. I
dealer or paper merchant. And ask your librarian
booklet
"How
to Decorate With Pomps •" If she ·d. oesn •t have
• •
11
It, JUSt te her to write for a copy. Or, order your own cop
Send SL25 a.nd· your address today to The Crystal Tiss y.
Company, Middletown, Ohio 45042.
..,ti
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College Review Board
Expected This Spring

First 'Watermelon Bust,

soC"t C:\tC~~t'('9S·
\X\e\\ \O'< ~
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EXICO

EW

5504 Central SE
One block east of San Mateo
an Central
For appointments, call 255.0166

Ben s Barber

@

\ o.

Get your
h a i r styled
in accordance with
features, ba 1lance, and den. "nn,nl,,t, hair styling,
contour razor cutting, regular
barber services, private booths
for coloring and tinting, hair
piece fitting, servicing, qnd hair
straightening.

10% Student Discount
On All Services

·' · ,
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Welcome to UNM

Fidelity Union Life

37"6· ?~/
iJ )it '3 Q );/
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Fraternity

at the Union, from 10:80 to 1:00
One thousand watermelons have
Three trophies will be awarded
been ordered for the first annual
at the dance. The five-foot Water"Watermelon Bust" sponsored by
melon Bust Sweepstakes Trophy
Lambda Chi Alpha on September
award will go to the bouse accum27-28 at UNM.
ulating
the most points during the
The nine UNM sororities enterWatermelon Bust. The first place
ed in the festivities will be pushtrophy will go to the house acing, throwing, decorating, eating,
cumulating the most points durand in general doing everything
in gthe Watermelon Bust. A trothat can possibly be done with a
phy to the house sponsoring Miss
watermelon as they compete for
Watermelon Bust will also be pretrophies in various areas ..
sented.
Some of the events to be held
Reigning over the activities will
during the Waterntelon Games on
be "Miss Watermelon Bust 1968,"
Friday afternoon will include a selected :from sorority entries by
seed spitting contest, a waterpresidents.
melon eating contest, a water- fraternity
"The purpose of the watermelon
melon race, n watermelon roll,
bust is to further Greek unity,"
and a watermelon hunt.
Lambda Chi Alpha vice-president
SaturdaY Dance
Frank Maez said. "Even more
These events will take place at
than this, it is desigend for eveT';{Zimmerman field and will be folone to have a good time."
lowed the next night by a dance

Cream to Appear In f\rena

l
l

yr.

~L~.

The Cream

brought to Albuquerque," he said.
The Cream, appearing at the reasons arc unfounded."
Tickets Move Fast
Hard Rock Enthusiasm
University Arena October 5, and
1,500
tickets were sold on MonUpon being asked why Albuco-sponsored by Golden Crest
day, the first day of sales. This
querque was chosen for one of
Productions and ASUNM is the
represents the most tickets ever
the
concerts, Barrack noted the sold on opening day for an occafirst hard rock group to come to
Albuquerque in quite some time. area's enthusiasm for hard rock sion such as this. "If the concert
The Cream's appearance here and said he felt the area was is a sellout, then it will be a much
will be the third in their 15-stop relatively "unexplored" as far as easier task to convince the group
· its big-name potential for enterAmerican tour. At the conclusion
in question as well as the UNM
of the tour, the group will dis- tainment was concerned. "This administration that the show will
band, "probably because of mon- will give students a chance to be a success," said Barrack, alludvoice their opinion concerning
etary reasons and personal coning to a difficulty encountered
groups of this sort," said Barflicts," said Mike Barrack, busiin convincing certain individuals
ness manager for Golden Crest rack.
"If this is a success, then there that Albuquerque and UNM are
Productions. He continued, sayready for top name entertainis a very good chance that more
ing, "rumol'S stating tl1c reason
groups of this type can be ment.
for the breakup was due to health

I
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AWS REPLmS
To The Editor:
As president of the Associated
Women Students, I find the recent
p ublicity on hours extension interesting.
I amh pleased
to
th Th Lobo
d
d note
in~ ne:s article: w~r~s o~~=
editorial page to this controversial subject. It is through factual
information as well as expres:..
sions of editorial opinion that the
student body may be able'h>' form
intelligent opinions on women's
.
hours.
In light of The Lobo's fine intentions I feel it neeessart to
correct the basically fallacious
assumptions upon which the editorial was .based. Said article
stated that "movement towards
change lias come to a complete

standstill." Nothing could be further from the truth. AWS is, in
fact, considering several proposals to extend hours and welcomes
any carefully considered propos__.
a 1s ·f rom the s tudent ,_l}VUy.
The editorial further states
that women students will be restricted regarding hours because
AWS executives will not take acti~n. There is absolutely no basis
for this charge llOr for a similar
charge that AWS lacks the proper am!>unt of organization. Any
inaction on hours modification is a
result of previous lack of enthusiasm on the part of the women living in University housing. AWS
will handle problems of this nature when the women students are
willing" to openly express their

ions, are not equally well informed to participate in the election of college
presidents or deans or share in departmental policy decisions.
This is to say that I am doubtful that college administration and academic disciplines are any more esoteric than the political system itself.
The politician has to persuade the electorate of the rationale and public
interest behind his difficult policy decisions. College teachers and administrators would now seem to have an analogous responsibility to persuade
their student constituencies of the efficacy .of their policies rather than
dictating them.
Let me turn to the specific question of student participation in academic departments. It is here that the next battles will be fought. Overt
conflict over this question is most likely to break out in accordance with
the demonstrated political rule that finds Russia as the unlikely site for a
communist revolution, and a state university (rather than a "radical"
liberal arts college) the unlikely site for a student rebellion: the weakest
link in the system rather than the most revolutionary.
Informal departmental student-faculty co-operation will probably not
suffice. Within a dozen years the departmental organization, in many institutions, is likely to be radically altered. How can we institutionalize
our inadequate informal procedures into something both adequate and
dynamic?
Preliminary to a definitive reorganization of departmental goals and
structure, we might initiate a two- or three-day conference of departmental majors and faculty members, led by an able outside practitioner
of the discipline. Likewise, other consultants familiar with the discipline
or with its administrative problems could be used.
This workshop could be designed to discuss departmental and disciplinary goals and current success or failure in reaching these goals.
The experience of teamwork among faculty and students evinced in
such a workshop, the clarification and sharpening of departmental goals,
would provide an excellent springboard for implementing the suggestions
that follow.
To help institutionalize this teamwork, a formal departmental meeting
of faculty and majors could be held the first day of the term. Its purpose
would be to discuss the courses being offtred that term and changes in
the future schedule; academic opportunities (fellowships, graduate
schools, and so on) ; field-study or work opportunities; individual concerns of professors or majors; election of the departmental chairman;
election of students to a departmental executive council (with an equal
number of students appointed by the faculty in order to co-opt students
who are strong in the discipline but not in the political skills of getting
elected).
The executive council of the department could meet at the beginning of
the term to plan the implementation of the policy decisions flowing from
the general meeting.
Continuing subcommittees of faculty and students might be charged
with specific tasks: curriculum development-in response to requests for
Mro-Ameriean or urban courses, for example; selection of visiting scholars; screening candidates for faculty positions in the department.
The executive council could be composed of an equal number of faculty
members and majors. It would vote on and forward the "departmental
recommendation" on new faculty members to the dean.
These integrative proposals might go far in channeling student energies into academic endeavors.
-WILLIAM PARENTE, Antioch Notes

Lettens are welcome, and should
be no longer than 250 worm. typewritten, double spaced. Name, telephone number and addr""" mtll!t be
included, although name will be
withheld upon requeot.
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opinions in AWS meetings. After
discussing this editorial with its
author, Mr. Wayne Ciddio, I have
been aB'Sured that these allegations were leveled due to a misund erstan ding of th e f unc t'Ions an d
proceedings of AWS.
AWS welcomes interest in all
its proceedings. However, it is erroneous to believe that A WS may
be influenced to ~tend hours on
the basis of Lobo editorials, The
real influence on AWS regarding
women's closing hours must. come
from its constitutents. Their opinions, together with factual information derived from this and other campuses, are the basis for our
actions.
LOUISE BAZAN
A WS President

Published dally every week of the University year by the Board of Student Publications
ol the Associated Students of the University of Ne'W Mexico. &cond-ela!a postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, Printed by the UNM Printing Plant. Subscription rate:
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Lobo Course Review V

A Student Voice 1n Academic Policy
Although the strife will doubtless continue in isolated groves of academe, the first round in the contemporary confrontation between students and the academic establishment has been concluded-and'youth is
triumphant. From Belgrade to Morningside Heights, students have demanded a voice and a vote in those decisions that affect "student life"an ambiguous area generally circumscribed by in loco parentis.
But this is only the beginning. In a second phase, our Savonarolas have
already crossed the threshold of the offices of university presidents and
the meetings of trustees in an attempt to purify the political entanglements of the institution. Corporate investments in racist regimes and
services rendered to the intelligence apparatus of government are the
modern whores to be driven from the campus.
. . .~ A third and yet more tumultuous phase may lie ahead. Student participation in the formation of the curriculum and in the concerns of academic disciplines looms as the next casus belli. In Paris the French government is preparing to wipe away the residue of the trivium under the
impact of student demands for a technologically contemporary curriculum. Prague students have successfully terminated "general education"
courses in Marxism. There is every reason to believe that students will
now enter that holy of holies, the departmental meeting.
It seems best to interpret these student interventions as a manifestation of what political scientists term "the participation explosion" common to most contemporary political systems. It is the logical and inevitable progression' of the gradual enfranchisement of the masses characteristic of Western political systems since at least the nineteenth century.
If one would have the British Prime Minister and the Presidents of
France and the United States designated, resp'!ctively, by Wakefield coal
miners, Breton peasants, and tenant farmers in Arkansas, it is difficult to
object to the enfranchisement of university undergraduates.
As the development of newspapers and associational interest groups
made possible the successful enfranchisement of the British working
classes in the nineteenth century, the eontemporary revolution in the
technology of communication and transportation has made possible according political responsibilities to those under twenty-one. (One education commission even argues that there is "persuasive evidence" that as
a result of better diet and medical care, today's freshmen are three years
older physiologically than those of 1900.)
The point was formerly made that callow youth had not experienced
what their elders had and were, therefore, unable to inform their judgement of where their political interests lay. It would seem that in our era
the vicarious acquisition of these experiences through the communication media has hastened their actual acquisition and transformed the old
political realities. One must conclude that this generation of undergraduates is better equipped with information and experience to form rational
<--judgments on political matters than the generations of students who preceded them.
One is struck by how little the universities themselves have moved
along the path of gradual enfranchisement. While eager to inflict our
standards and our students in new political roles upon the larger society,
we have somewhat jealously maintained the old forms when it comes to
student participation in our own affairs.
I think we must now examine whether students informed, at least vicariously, on matters of foreign and domestic policy-certainly as well as
a majority of voters-and therefore qualified to influence political decis-
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Is That Course A Drag?
Here's 1-tow to Change It
organization.
.
putting subject over intelCourses may be added or dropPolitical Science 100-01; Arneri·
ligently
to
the
class.
·ped to the student's schedule until
Government; R. Sickels
noon this Saturday. After that, Art 101-01; Art Appreciation; canMWF
10:30-11:20, Kiva.
John Tatschl
students can only drop courses.
Introduction to political sciIntroduction
to
the
visual
To add or drop a class, a stuence with American politics
arts. "A damned fine class,
dent goes to his college office and
as the background example.
even for people who don't
picks up a drop-add slip. He takes
Treats students as adults and
like art. For this subject,
the slip to the instructors involved
expects them to study as such.
man,"
accordTatschl's
your
fo1• their signatures, and then to
Don't
look for favors, Many
ing to Tom Cuzzins. Tatschl's
his adviser and the dean of his
seats
available.
accomplishments include the
college for their signatures. The
Educational Foundations 290·01;
stained glass windows in the
slip must be returned to the RecFoundations of Education (first
Education
complex.
ords Office in the Administration Music 241; University Band; Wil- and second year students) ; Albert
Bldg. along with ·proper identiVogel
liam Rhoads
fication.
MWF 11:30-12:20, Kiva.
MW 3:30-5:20, F A C room
Today's recommendations were
Textbook
used in this class
224.
presented entirely by UNM stuwhen none is needed, accordFor anyone who can play an
dents. You can bring your recoming to the many students who
instrument and is interested
mendations to the New Mexico
recommendE-d
this class. The
in marching or concert band.
Lobo office in room 158, Journalprof has written before, and
Brass instruments needed.
isrn building.
makes the subject much more
Entrance is by audition.
English 101-11; Writings .with Anthro 336; Ethnology of Africa;
interesting than cold type.
Readings in Exposition; Mrs. H. W. Basehart
Vera Norwood
:MWF 11:30-12:20, MH 220.
Patronize
MWF 8:30-9:20, Navy 103.
Cultural and social patterns
Students recommends this
of Africa south of the Sal-obo Advertisers
class as one in which you
hara. Special reference to
will learn it right the first
culture history and political
time. Teacher very good at

College Radicals
Evaluate Stands
For Columbia U.
NEW YORK (CPS)-After a
sharp re-evaluation of their demands and goals, Columbia Uni·
versity radicals have decided that
their protest must be of the fundamental wrongs they see at the
university and their implications
for the larger surrounding society.
The students' specific target
now is one of Columbia's urban
renewal projects, which m a Y
mands and goals, Columbia Unimake $180 million for the firm of
two Columbia trustees.
'rhe project is sponsored by the
nected with Columbia) interested
in "up-grading the environment
of their nei~hborhood. The MRC
is generally acknowledged to be
controlled by Columbia; it recently awarded the Piers Project con•
tract, valued at between $160 and
$180 million, to Uris Bl;lildi~gs
Corporation. Two Umvers1ty
trustees, Percy Uris and Adr.ian
Massie, control that corporation.

Opinion
That such blatant examples of
university control by New York
financial interests are still coming to light, after faculty deplored such university activities and
many officials said Colum'Qia was
changing its policies, illustrates
the students' point.
.
The university seems at this
point to be caught up in a web of
involvement from which the best
of intentions are pow~;~rless to extricate it. Andrw Cordier may
want to drop trespass charges
against 400 students, but ,City
Morningside Renewal Council, a
coalit ·on of city institutions (a
majority of them schools con·
District Attorney Frank Hogan
(also a Columbia truste~) will
not drop them.
The university may want to
drop its role as slumlord of Morningside Heights, but as long as
the members of its board of trustees stand to benefit from that
role as long as almost every ma- .
jor financial interest in New YorJt
is represented on the board, 1t ,
may be impossible.
Rescuing Columbia from its elltanglements in ghetto real estate
and with business and gove:n· ·
ment will require more swee11mg
structural changes than the placing of students on faculty com·
mittees and letting professo~s
have an Academic Senate. It Will
require replacement of many .of
the men who now rule Columbia,
and a change in philosophy on the
entire Board.
Such a change is what the students say they want to fight for.

.'
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Paris Students Stage Czech Protest
(CPS)-Four students met on
a Paris comer late in August to
talk about the Russian invasion
of Czechoslovakia. The huddle
grew and within an hour 100 persons were hashing over the Czech
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~

News Analysis
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

predicament and wondering what
could be done to support Czech
freedom.
Announcements were chalked
on sidewalks and walls as the students decided to meet for a rally
at the corner of St. Germain and
tit': Michel that evening.

Four blocks after the demonstrr.tors had decided to march to
the Russian Embassy, over 30
of the demonstrators found themselves staring out through the
bars of Paris police vans.
Few Repercussions
The march had few repercussions outside ·the Paris student
community, yet its construction
and development make it a significant incident. Like its big sisters, the Berkeley 1964 riot and
the May-June Paris student revolt, the Czech demonstJ;ation in
Paris began with an overriding
iJ;sue that had mass appeal.

Army Takes Campus
After Mexican Riot
MEXICO CITY (UPI)-Army
troops Tuesday seized Mexico's
National Polytechnic Institute after a nine-hour gun battle between riot police and students
that left at least three dead and
more than 60 wounded.
Embattled students barricaded
in institute buildings fought
about 1,500 heavily-armed and
helmeted police wtih Molotov
cocktails, high -powered rifles,
sub-machine guns and a bazooka.
The battling started · around
8:00 p.m. Monday and the situation was only declared under control at 5 a.m. Tuesday. Troops
fired several hundred rounds of
tear gas into the 80,000-student
institute before moving in to occupy the sprawling edifice.
Second Seizure Recently
It was the second major educational institution in Mexico City
to be seized in the past week.
Last Wednesday night a r m y
troops in a surprise maneuver
chased students at bayonet point
out of the national university,
where most Olympic Games installations are located. The students then transferred their head~quarters to the Polytechnic Institute.
The latest battling, however,
was the fiercest so far in the current wave of student unrest, now
two months old.
Fighting erupted, according to
residents of the north central
Mexico City neighborhood, when
a student knocked out an electric
transformer with rifle shots,
plunging the entire area into
darkness. Then groups of students seized city buses and used
them as barricades.
Armed Battle With Police
Riot police roaring into action
were met by a hail of bullets corning from institute buildings and
adjoining rooftops. They called
for reinforcements.

Within a half-hour the battling
bad spread over a ten-block area.
Students fired pistols and submachine guns from fa~:· ·moving
cars, from trees and from behind
wrecked buses whose flaming
frames illuminated the battleground with an eerie light.
As in previous clashes between
police and students, residents in
the battle zone aided the students,
throwing flower pots and pans of
boiling water on the blue-helmeted riot police.
At the end of the night's hostilities, hospital authorities reported
three deaths, including a riot policeman and two students.
Authorities throughout the rest
of the country tried to keep the
student problem from spreading.

Like Paris and Berkeley, the
demonstration was not organized
in a back room by outside agitators who in tum incited the students, but instead began with the
students' unrest which later was
magnified through the orgainzation of experienced student and
non-student leaders.
The discussion at the fountain
provided an opportunity for the
organizers, and they quickly became the planners and the protagonists. Like nearly every other
student demonstration, the August Paris march was neither unplanned nor spontaneous. After
the catalyst appeared and the
rally was called, demonstration
leaders met in a Left Bank coffee
house to determine the proper
course of action-they knew their
decision could be forced later by a
series of inciting speeches at the
mass meeting.
Despite the presence of literally
hundreds of Americans and other
foreign students in the St. Michel
area (many of whom bad been
involved in American protests of
various kinds), the demonstrators
were nearly all French.
Buoyed by a feeling of security
they derive from belonging to the
group, they were quickly moved to
action. Foreign students were
alienated by cultural differences
and the existence of the alreadyestablished group-most of whom
were Paris students or Left Bank
dwellers whose communication

lines and political interests were
strongly established,
Am on g the demonstrators
(nearly all of whom were in their
late teens or early twenties), the
same environmental factors which
motivate Am e r i can students
seemed to be present. The majority indicated by their appearance
and speech that they came from
middle-class French families. As
groups of them spoke later, their
idealism was readily apparent and
their anger, distrust and frustration with established politics was
quickly recognizable.
Middle Class Values
It is not difficult to understand
why these students are participants in this type of action. They
are brought up in homes with·
middle-class values that often directly conflict with what is, in
fact, the social norm. As children
they learn right and wrong values, yet as they mesh into the
university community they learn
that grays fill the spaces between
the extremes.
Striving for independence, they
are again bound by a rule-laden
administrative body that appears
remote-· and impersm1al; none of
the tactics that were previously
successful against parents are
now effective, so new paths for
persuasion are found.
Confrontation
Sometimes the purpose for their
action is muddled by the overrid-

ing motive - confrontation with
wrong, confrontation with the establishment (black) for liberation
and justice (white). The leaders
come from roughly the same
mold. Believing in right and
wrong largely in terms of absolutes, and with a powerful need
to lead and organize, they become
the forces behind the group action.
After the confrontation with the
police, several students were asked why they had marched. A 20year-old girl said they had hoped
to show the Russians "th!lY had
made a mistake in Czechoslovakia." An arrested leader answered, "Like our confrontation with
the University and the government last May we marched tonight to show our government and
the Russians what must be done
about Czechoslovakia."
A 22-year-old former Sorbonne
student who lives near St. Germain in the center of the student
district explained, "They were
marching in frustration. They
were genuinely mad at an older
generation they vi>Jw as a singular entity."

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women

Fidelity Union Life
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Dines May Hire U NM Draft Advisor
By JOY HART
Staff Writer
The hiring of a draft counselor
to give information to male students on campus will be one of
the proposals Jim Dines, associated student's president, will
make tonight in his State of the
Campus speech.
The speech will be made at the
Student Senate meeting, which
will be at 7 p.m. in the Desert
Room in the Union. All interested students are invited to attend.
Dines hopes to do away with
the old way of looking at student
apathy. One of his major concerns in his speech and in his
year as associated student's president will be to work to build positive student involvement.
"Student Apathy's Gone"
"Student apthy is a thing of

the past," Dines told a Lobo staff
reporter yesterday. Dines stressed
that student government today is
concerned more with the educational process and is no longer the
"rah-rah" student government of
the past. There are enough things
going on, he said, but we must
help students sem;ch them out.
Dines also plans to report that
a teacher evaluation booklet will
be prepared and ready for use
before registration for the spring
semester.
Booklet Prepaid
The booklet will be paid for by
the student government, but participation by students and faculty will be strictly voluntary. If
a faculty member agrees to cooperate in the valuation, fifteen
minutes of his class some time
during this semester will be used

by the students to fill out a questionnaire. The qustionnaire will
be prepared by the psychology depal•tment, and the information
received will be computed by the
data processing center.
Another proposal is the establishment of a tutoring counsel,
which would work in association
with the Guidance and Counseling
Service. The object of the volunteer program would be to provide
an extended orientation for freshmen.
Learning Experience
This would be a learning experience for both the counselor
and the counselee, said Dins. "We
hope that this will be a new ap'·'h to decreasing the University attrition rate," Dines added.
Dines also plans to stress high
school recruitment. He hopes to

set up two teams composed of
four students each, which will
visit high schools during the
weekends. These teams will be
equipped with slides and brochures, hut will primarily concentrate on personal contact.
"A well-structured and wellpublished student book exchange"
and more graduate student involvement in campus affah-s are
two other concerns which Dines
will discuss.
Executive Branch Changes
Plans for changes within student government will also be
proposed. Dines plans to reconstl·uct the executive branch of
the student government by creating two new positions-a chairman of all student entertainment
committees and a student involvement and student affairs chairman.
He also will create 40-45 new

positions within student government by creating liasons between the executive committees
and himself. These positions are
designed for new students who
would like a taste of student govemment without actually committing themselves to a committee,
said Dines.
Training Positions
'rhe position would also serve
as a training in student government for the student and as a
chance for the student to prove
his abilities to student government leadel·s. These students
would be assigned to a particular
committee, but they would not
have voting power on the committee.
Their job would be to bring
information to Dines from the
committee. Anyone interested in
such a position should contact
him, said Dines.

Medical School Gets Grant
Federal authorities of the DepartJnent of Health, Education
and Walfare say the UNM
School of Medicine is in line for
more than a million dollars to accelerate development at the medical school during the next five
years.
The grant marks the first time
that the government has given
money directly to medical education rather than to medical research.
UNM was one of only 23 medical schools in the United States
to re<'eive this special improvement grant. More than 100 medical schools sought the funds. To
be eligible, schools were required
to increase the enrollment in their
entering class by 2% o/o or five
students, whichever was larger.
Four-Year Program
The medical school, originally
planned in 1961 as a two-year
program, increased to a full fouryear program in 1965. "This uninterrupted development, while
benefiting the state of New Mexico, has placed unplanned demands on nearly every department," Dr. Stone said. "Additional faculty members are needed in
several clinical departments, and
their appointments will be made
possible by this new grant."
The special improvement grant
just received provides $27,500 for
the purchase of an additional electron microscope "which will
greatly enrich and make more
vivid the medical student instructional programs in the Departments of Microbiology and Pathology," Dr. Stone said.
The funds also will permit development of a department of
anesthesiology, and hiring of professional laboratory teaching supervisers to make sure the great-

est use is obtained from the
school's student labs.
The school's animal facility also
will benefit from the grant, with
improved equipment, a veterinarian in charge, and operating expenses such as food and bedding.
A program in family and community medicine is planned, which
will include instruction in adolescent medicine and other special

"family centered" studies of preventive medicine, pediatrics, psychiatry, social work, rehabilitation medicine and family planning.
Funds from the grant also will
be used to pay a consultant in
development of teaching programs
to assure continuer high-quality
education for New Mexico's future
doctors.

WHO SAYS?
Get
that
cool,

unruffled
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_____ _

looking for a new concept in spiritual education? Well, look no
more. Enroll in the ''Who Says" course in the College and Career
Department of the First Baptist Church. Starts October 6th. Runs
for thirteen Sundays. Who Says apologetics isn't interesting? See
you Sunday at 9:30 A.M. (Now that's not too early to get up.) Oh,
almost forgot . . • the place is 123 Broadway S.E. Don't you
forget.
P.S. More intriguing courses to come.

SENIORS
YOU
CAN STAY

Take Time Out!
Attend the
PLACEMENT CENTER'S
Information Meeting
for
Car~er Interviewing
Th
,Sept. 26
Geo. Bldg. 122
4:00-6:00 p.m.
of the meeting
include discussions of interviewing
procedures, qualities
employers are seeking, free services of
the Placement Center. All seniors from
any field should attend.

.I

H. M. CAMPBELL
Director
Placement Center

ON TOP

OF YOUR

Mr. LEVI•s SLACI<S
with BARNES & NOBLE COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES

••• the original paperbacks Keyed to Your Texts

The only way you can receive a 1969 UNM
Yearbook is to order one before October 12.
The price is $2.00 and includes the cost of
your photograph which will appear in the book.
Send your check to Mirage, Box 20, UNM
._ :9

by 2 unique cross-reference charts
~------------~--~--.
~--------------------~
1. A Tabulated Bibliography of Standard
2. A Quick-Reference Table indicates pages
Textbooks indic;1tes pages in the Outline
that summarize appropriate;:hapters in
each text.

in various standard textbooks that cor·
respond to topics covered in chapte •
of the Outline.

Over 100 titles on the following subjects:
ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
BUSINESS
DRAMA

ECONOMICS
EDUPATION
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH

GOVERNMENT
HISTORY
LANGUAGES
LITERATURE

MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY

ON DISPLAY A'l'

associated students bookstore

LEVI'S. STA-PRESl
never need ironing

Cooper's features a complete stock of these famous
slacks in all the new spring shades and styles. Come
in, look 'ern over, try 'em on.

SCIENCE

SOCIOLOGY
SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

WIN ROCK CENTER
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
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Lobos Look For Win Against Arizona

Kit Carson Rifle
Will Be At Stake
Against Wildcats

the UTEP game with only three
days o:f practice. He had been recovering from a bout with pneumonia. Both Reardon and Harriman are junior college transfers
that reported in the fall.
Mark Driscoll will direct the
Arizona attack after hitting on
17 of 27 passes for 267 yards in
the Iowa State Game. He has a
fine receiver in speedster Ron
Gardin at slotback, Gardin was
injured last season but has recovered and came up with nine
receptions for 170 yards against
Iowa State.
UA Leads Series
The New Mexico-Arizona series
is the .second oldest active series
on the UNM schedule. The Loboa
played host t(} the Wildcats in
1908 and lost 10-5 and since the
opener Arizona has won 34 of the
51 games played with three games
tied. Arizona has won the last
two games with a 48-13 victory
last season. The last Lobo victory was 24-2 in 1966 but the
35-15 loss in 1966 snapped a four
game winning streak for the
Lobos.
At stake in the game will be

Editor's Note: This Saturday
the Lobos play Arizona's Wildcats at University Stadium. The
following is a release from the
Sports In£orn1ation Department
on how the Lobos sl'tape up:
ALBUQUERQUE,N.M.-'~

think we have shown some im~
provement but we are going against a real sound football team
here this week;end," said University of New Mexico football coach
Rudy Feldman Monday.
Feldman's Lobos meet their
third Western Athletic Conference opponent in as many weeks
here Saturday night when they
play host to the Univesrity of
Arizona Wildcats. Kickoff is set
for 8:00 p.m. at University Stadium.
New Mexico was dropped 44-16
last Saturday by Texas-EI Paso
to take an 0-2 record into the
game while Arizona was opening
its schedule with a 21-12 victory
over Iowa State. "I thought we
did somethings well against
UTEP and played good football
for the first 28 minutes," said
Feldman. New Mexico was down
7-3 with tne ball and two- minutes remair.ing but fumbled and
gave the bali to the Miners. On
the next play the Minuers connected on a 50 yard pass play for
a TD.
Errors Hurt
"We dominated the first half
but errors really hurt us. We had
six people playing at new positions which caused some .of the
mistakes," added Feldman. New
Mexico had the ball inside the 25
four different times but only
came up with a single field goal.
"For us to win we have to do
everything right. There aren't
many tea.tns in the cou.ntty that
can do that," said the UNM
coach.
Feldman alternated his qnarlerbacks for the first time with
Terry Stone starting and Rick
Beitler his back-urt man. Stone
completed nine of 16 passes for
179 yards including an 88 yard
strike to transfer Sam Scarber.
Beitler hit on four of nine attempts for 60 yards.
The offensive. backfield should
remain unchanged for the Arizona game with Stone starting at
quarterback, David Bookert at
tailback, John Pautsch at full and
Phil Franczyk at wingback. Book-

W1jt!!f'
Mokers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

·

Ol.DTOWN

COMPLETE OUTFIT $10/COAT & TROUSERS $6.50
FIRST & GOlD
DIAL 247-4347

and Cultural Program Committee

Variety Review·
Fiddler on the Roof
(Music Hall, Dallas)
Dallas, Aug. 28.
For simplicity, humor and
warmth, 1'Fiddler on the Roof" has
already had solid acceptance on
Broadway and on tour. The second
road edition, staged and choreographed by Jerome Robbins in New
York, should find ready audiences
in the 110-city tour of 33 weeks by
the bus--and-truck company, which
drew an audience of 2,853 :f'or its
local opening Aug. 21 at the Dallas
State Fair Musical Hall: It's an
obvious hit.
Joe Cusanelli, vet of ihe N.Y.
and. road company in other roles.
is superb as the bargaining, cagey
and lov.able Russian dairyman sad~
died wiht five marriageable daugft..
ters, a tart wife and a lante horse.
He accepts the character's woes,
but wrings laughs in communittg
with God for a better, richer life.
He also displays good pipeS, notably in his solo "If 1. Were a Rich
Man."
Susan Willis is wife Golde ,com~
plementing the elements that bring
cohesion to the solution of marry.
ing off three daughter$, and remains a loyal mate in 1906 Russia.
Renee Semmes, Andrea Eden and
Susan Goeppinger register as the
devoted offspring.
The blending o:l; life, music and
dance spark this staging through·
out. Lila Teigh, as the matehmaker, Yente, earns laughs with throw.
aways; Peter Johl, the butcher, is
a good loser 1 a~ :Jove,, ~nd Sanford
Seegar, as the Rabb~,,scores in a
terp bit at a weilding dance. Also,
Stuart Howard, the tai!ol:', and
Richard Balin, the student, capably
care for strong role~·~

q~
HOUSE OF HALLMARK

to Colorado State and then last
Saturday New Mexico was beaten
by UTEP, 44-15.

OFFERS
The Largest Selatti()n of
Hallmark Cards
Halloween & Party Items
Wedding Jnvitofions
and All Paper Go<>ds
Expert Monogramming
Yes We Have Our New
Xmas Albums in For 1968

3501 Lomas N.E.

255-4989

APOWA
Colony of
Gamma Sigma Sigma
Service SOrority
The purpOse .of Apowa ts to serve.
We are involved In the collection of dolhing for BCI
· . Hospital, in Camp~s, Chest, In Student Orientation, IIi the maintenance of a
street divider em Central in front o! the University, and many other proJects.
QUALIFICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP
t. A UNM woman enrolled for 12 or more hours
2. Must have a 2.0 GPA
3. Willingness to serve others
Greek members may be affiliated

I\

)I

With most of the fall sports
action being centered on the gridiron, Baseball coach :Sob Leigh
has announced a five-week au~
tumn baseball schedule for con~
ditioning his troops.
The schedule runs through Octtober 23, and will include 20 contests.
In addition to intrasquad battles several games have been slat~
ed each with Highlands University and a city team composed of
alumni and local professionals.
Leigh has lost several veterans
from his squad that surprised
everyone last spring in finishing
in a three-way tie with Arizona
and Arizona State in the· tough
WAC southern division. The team
posted a 37-13 record-the beat
ever at UNM.
"The entire outileld, along with
first and third baSes and two
pitching slots are open at this
point," Leigh says.

.

.

APOWA RUSH PARTY Thurs.,
Sept. 26 at 7o3() PM in

September ;26; 2'7,

the Desert Room
of the SUB.

r

2s- 8:15

:aemaining Tick~ts -

26, 27 - 5.50~ .4.50

28- 6.00, 5.50) 4.50, 8.50
.
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New York Will Aid Dropouts

1n

ducing school dropouts.
Proceeds of the gam(! will go
to New York's unique "street
a cad em i e s" and "storefront
schools" which have been set up
to help earlier dropouts regain
lost ground in their educational
process.
"Last February a group o:f men
including Eddie Robinson o:f
Grambling and Earl Banks of
Morgan State met in Atlanta to
see what we, as coaches, could do
to help in the social dilemma we
have in America today," says Alonzo "Jake" Gaither of Florida

A and M.
To Help America
"We felt the greatest progress
could be made through education.
We want America to regain its
prestige as a democracy. We want
to help improve conditions among
young people. We want men and
women to walk through the
streets without fear.
"And so we felt we could do
the most by helping the dropouts.
This game will be a start toward
that in the New York area. Then
we can extend it elsewhere--all
by means of football.''
There's no :profit :f.or the participants other than the usual expE)nses and Morgan State's Banks,
a 3A confirmed pessimist, insists:
"You have to be crazy to take on
Grambling this early in the year,''
he says. "But I'd call myself a
coward if I stayed away :fOl' that

ago and was redshirted last trouble in the championship meet
season.
thi!i season, Jacobsen says.
Jacobsen's top freshman recruit
Utah, which returns its entire
is 118-pound Phil Walker from squad :from last year, rates as
Albuquerque High. Walker went second choice.
undefeated in two years at AIIS.
A new NCAA rule which reOther freshman proapects are . quires schools to field lO-man
Gavin Pickett at 126, a Highland squads in meets this year instead
High product, and 167-pounder of nine in pr!lvious years, will
Pancho Wells who prepped at cause Jacobsen the most concern.
West Mesa.
"Last year we used only nine
After Colorado State College, men and now the NCAA has come
the Lobos will face Iowa State, up with this mandatory rule. We
Minnesota, Mankto State, South- will have to go with some inexern Illinois University, Adams perienced wrestlers and will be
State, and Long Beach State in spread thinner than I would like,"
additio-n to their tough WAC foes. explains Jacobsen.
There will be more tournaments
Jacobsen reports that if his
on tap this year, with the Lobo people develop like they could,
Invitational scheduled for Febru- the Lobos may be a dark horse
ary 7-8.
pick to win the conference. "But
.Returning three - year WAC our situation is unpredictable un.
champ Brigham Young will give til we see how these boys come
the rest of the league the most along,,. he adds.

Leigh has 13 lettermen, five
transfers, four eligible frosh, and
six men up from last year's freshman team ready to fight for the
open spots.
Big things will be expected
from :freshman recruit Bernie
Boehmer, a cateher from Flint,
Missouri. Boehmer was drafted
in the third round by the New
York Meta and bypassed a big
bonus to come to UNM.
Other freshmen determined to
make the team include Sl:an Pena,
piteher from Rio Grande High,
first baseman John Shupe from
Bedford, Iowa, and an infielderoutfielder from Pennsylvania by
the right nam!l.
Baseball transfers are pitehers
Gary Jacops, from Trinidad PC,
Dan Keteherside, John Campbell,
and outfielders Jack Muecke from
San Diego State and Ricky Wicks
from Belvill Junior College.
Seasoned veterans from last

reason. The cause is too great."
One White Each
Both Granmbling and Morgan
State have one white player each
on an otherwise Negro squad. Jim
Gregory is the No. 2 quarterback
at Grambling, Joe Alex the No. 2
fullback for Morgan State.
"Things are changing down our
way,'' says Gaither. "We have a
white lad on our team, too. His
name is Brown. lie says he never
has been treated better in his life
and he's working hard :for ua.
When I told my boys I didn't
want any long hair or beards, he
asked me if his hair was too long.
He had a haireut like Bobby Kennedy's. I told him just not to let
it get any longer but the next
time I saw him he was almost a
shaved head.
"And he's got a new nickname.
The boys call him 'Rap' .Brown.''

Albuquerque Symphony
Orchestra
Conductors

Maurice Bonney and

World-Famous Jose Iturbi
Subscriptions Now At Concert Hall
Box-Office
$15, 20, 25, 30

spring's squad back from playing
summer ball across the country
include team captain Jim Johnson, who- hit .291 in the Central
Illinois League and was named
all-star third sacker. He played
shortstop for Leigh last year.
Second baseman Jim Palmer
will return from his summer wars
in Grand Junction, Colo.

Students $10

Opening Date-Oct. 9th

Popejoy Concert Hall
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Pay Nothing
til February, 1969
on

1

i

.

Color TV
choose from famous brands
including RCA, Sylvania and
•Philco

H.

Interested women should attend the

•

Baseball on Fall Scene

(iRJ Popejoy HaU

Fowler at the ends~ Rodney Wallace and Julius Koziol at the
tackles; Bill White and Greg Sargovitz at the guards and Mike
Rucks at center.
Defensive safety Fred Beatty
suffered a dislocated shoulder in
the UTEP game and will probably be sidelined for at least five
weeks. lie will be replaced by
either John Reardon or Dennis
Marriman. Marriman played in

•

tween two colleges that never
have played in New York before.
It's Grambling 00: Louisiana
vs. Morgan State of Baltimore,
two o:f the great ones among colleges whose enrollment is mostly
black.
Only No-tre Dame has sent more
alumni to the pros than Grambling. Morgan State has its share,
too, plus a 26-game winning
streak on the line.
Reduce Dropouts
In addition, there's a high purpose behind this unusual match in
a strange place. The target: re-

New Mexico Wrestling Coach
Ron Jacobsen is looking forward
to a successful season, if his
freshman prospects develop to
their potential.
The Lobo grapplers begin practice sessions next Mo-nday in
preparation for their home opener December 2 against highly regarded COlorado State College.
Returning from last yeax's
squad is 167-pound WAC Champion Rick Ortega, who did his
high .school wrestling at Albuquerque High. Heavyweight Roger Brown, second in the WAC last
year, and Curtice Wilson, third
placer in the 126-pound class, also
will be back.
Brown is the only senior on the
squad.
Other returnees include Rudy
Griego at 134, 160-pounder Dale
Scott, and George Fredericks at
158. Fredericks lettered two years

rents tuxedos

ert scored one touchdown and
gathered 43 yards rushing against
UTEP and leads the Lobo- rushing
game with 157 yards. Pautsch,
nominated for WAC back of the
week, had 24 yards :rushing and
had an excellent game blocking.
Stone, the nation's leading passer last season, has limited his
throwing this season but still
leads the team in Passing with
21 of 41 attempts for 325 yards
and a pair of TDs.
The Lobo starting offensive line
will have Zach Thomas and Bob

•

Grapplers Near Season

know that
+

'Wait: and See' Plan
Is Wildcat: Strategy
TUCSON-Although the official Arizona outlook after the 21-12
win over Iowa State is one of
"wait and see'' the record is clear
that .Arizona's offense came up
with its Second best perfol'lllance
in 6Z games.
Against the Cyclones the sophomore-led Wildcats (with diminutive 5-8 Mark Driscoll in command) cashed in with 458 yards
total offense - 267 passing and
191 rushing.
The recent "record" was 505
yards against New Mexico last
season. Back in 1961 with Wilson
doing the quarterbacking (Wilson
is now a coach at Arizona), Ari~
zona bad offensive- performances
o:t 513 (vs. Hardin Simmons};
499 against ldaho, and 485 vs.
Texas Weste:m (now UT}l]P).
One ot the reasons for the
"wait and see' attitude on the
part o:t head coach Darrell Mudra and company, is the fumbleitis
of the Wildcats. Against Iowa
State, Arizona had seven fumbles
and lost six.
'.l'hls week it 'Will be another
road trip with Arizona opening
its Western Athletic Conferllnce
play against New Mexico at AI·
buquerque. Kickoff time in Uni~
veraity Stadium is 8:00p.m.
The Lobos are 0-2 so :tar . this
aeason with an opening 21-13 loss

NEW YORK (UPI)~The New
York Giants have played to 50
straight sellouta at Yankee Stadium since the Big Town went
dippy over pr() :football seven
years ago.
And since Notre Dame stopped
coming in, the colleges have done
· poorly at the box office when any
of them ventured into either one
of New York's major league baseball parks.
51st Sellout
But come Saturday, Yankee
Stadium's 51st :football sellout is
all but assured :for a game be-

r;p..b
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Beitler Awaits
Wildcats

,

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Charity Tilt

tiD~> the .

Reserve quarterback Rick Beitler
will share signal calling duties
with Terry Stone Saturday night
at U. stadium when the underdog
Loboo hodt Arizona.

'

BraAsiiEss
DEPARTMENT StORE

NO PHONE ORDl!IRS
.ACCEPTED
·,
.,~~~J\J
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cA. short..tempered man from '"Wheeling,
Lost his cool and "Went clear through the ceiling,
'"&he night he found out
'&hat the Schlitz had run out.
'N.gw his head and his ceiling are healing.

I
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Military Reduces
Viet Nam Troops Giant
p OSt e r

Listen to KU NM

Lobo photo by Rich Stejsknl

Tijerina Spealrs

Reies Tijerina, Alianza head
and candidate for governor, ap·
pears in a quiet moment in what
was a notably enthusiastic, excited, and vigorous speech. Tijerina sp.oke to a near-capacity
crowd at the Union theatre.

Tijerina Gives Talk;
Blast:s 'Rich People'

(
(
,,

By STEVE LaPRADE
audience after his lawyer Bill
Staff Writer
Higgs, and other people passed
Reies Tijerina, leader of the out a list of Tijerina campaign
Alianza, and People's Constitu- promises and "Tijerina for Govtional Party candidate for gov- ernor" bumper stickers.
ernor, delivered a fiery speech in
The audience was nearly all
the Union theater last night.
white, with few hippies among
Tijerina said that Fabian them. They were neither enthuChavez, Democratic candidate for siastically pro-Tijerina or antigovernor, "is cut off from the Tijerina but seemed mainly inpoor. They feel he's an Uncle terested in finding out more about
Tom."
him. One listener said before the
Tijerina also attacked Senator speech, "I want to see what this
Joseph Montoya, Senator Clinton guy is really like.'' In reference
P. Anderson, the church, the rich, to his stand on the Spanish·Amerthe "Anglo," the "Establishment," ican issue, he has been sometimes
the Federal government, the New called an apostle of "Brown PowMexico government, the news er.'' Appropriately enough, the
media, and Kit Carson. He called background curtain on stage was
Kit Carson "A bad, bad, man," in brown.
reply to a question :relating to the
In a speech punctuated with
Carson National Forest.
shouting and swift gestures,
The controversial gubernatorial Tijerina called himself, "A friend
candidate and spokesman for the of the poor.'' He said, that if
Alianza, spoke to a ·near-capacity elected, "Banks will go broke. The
poor will have a good time watching the police chase the rich.''
When asked about the Black
Panthers, he said, "They are
HELP WANTED
brave. I want them as my friends,
PRE-LAW STUDENTS: There's no limit
not as my enemies."
to whnt you· can cam "" the excluaive
campus ~epresentetive :tor LAW Schoo)
Tijerina kept a firm hand on
Placement Service, a natlonwlde prothe qeustion and answer period.
gram designed to assiSt students who sr~
applying to lnw schooL Interested 1 S!!nd
He took all questions, but cut off
letter describing yourself to LSPS, Box
a few attempts· at speech making
1201, Hnrlford, Conn. 06101. Reference~~
required. Photograph preferred.
by members of the audience,

Want Ads

A'rTEN'riON STUDENTS who worked in
the field ot enoye!opedla oalea this past
smnm"" and also anyone interested in
pa.l't time employment daring school
year. Contact A. J. Ma.rtlnez, Pre;.
Alnha Kappa Psi bU!Iin""" !raternity at
2Gii·044g, between g a.m. . and
lZ noon.
.
COLLEGE STUDENTS: Part time jobtl,
evenings and SatllrdBY£<. No I!Jtl)erience
necest~ary. Applicant must be neat, well
spoken and able to start in'unedlate!Y.
Fot Interview llppointment call Mr. LaWB
at 344-1191 after 6 p.m.
.

li'OUND
FOUND l'All1. GLASSES, .broiVIl rlmmed,
back of Coronado Hall on TUesday, 9/24.
Mzy clalin at Onate oftlce.
~==~~~~----
BOARD & ROOM
t:INM STUDENTs-DO YOU LIKE 'rO
SWIM? :Moderrt accommodations With
pool and walking d!Jstance irom campus.
Phone 243·2881.
LOST
LOST ON CAMPUS: Lady's !!'Old watch.
Black band, small sliver cr""" atUcbed.
Phone Mrs. Brown, 242-7357.
FOR SALE
HOUSE 2 bloclm from UN:M. 426 Da~t
nlonth NE. 8 bdrms, Z bathli, !ante d<!n,
~"' Under nP.Praisal at $21,960 b7

owner.

SEATTLE, Wash. (UPI) Rep. Melvin Laird, R-Wis., a
member . of. the House De~ense
Appropriations
Subcommittee,
said Tuesday during the next nine
months the Pentagon plans to red~ce the number of U.S, troops in
VIetNam by 90,000.
Laird emphasized the reduc~
tion was the result of "ordinary
and methodical military planning" and not the type of cutback he said Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey has been talking about lately.
The congressman accused Humph:rey of trying to offer "a sop to
doves . . . a peace bonus to the
American people" and warned the
public not to misread Humphrey's
fol·ecast.
A 90,000-man cutback would
mean that by June 30, 1969 the
number of American servicemen
in South Villt Nam will drop from
the present 540,000 to 450,000.
Laird In Informed Position
Laird, by virtue of his subcommittee position, is informed
on many Defense Department
plans. In addition, he is a mem'ber
of the House leadership and a
close adviser to Republican presidential candidate Richard M.
Nixon.
Laird handed out his statement
to newsmen aboard the Nixon
campaign plane flying from Boise,
Idaho, to Seattle.
Laird charged Humphrey with
confusing and "irresponsible"
talk on the troop strength issue.
He said not only would the Amer-

Students Invited
To French Film
The French Club will show
"Les Liaisons Dange:reuses,'' a
foreign 1atJgUage film with subtitles, tonight at 7:00 jn the Un-

ion Theater.
"Liaisons," directed by Roger
Vadim and starring Jeanne Moreau and Gerard Philipe, will be
shown free to all students.
The French Club meets Tuesdays at the International Center
from 11:30 to 1:30, and all interested people are invited to attend.

ican vote~· be misled but far
worse, North Vietna~ese negotiators at the Paris peace talks
would be misled.
Asked how his assertion that
the troop level would be reduced
differed from Humphrey's statements, Laird told newsmen: "I
think the vice president gave the
impression that if he was elected president this would be something he would do but something
that could not be done if a Republican was elected."
Reasons Listed
The 90,000 troop reduction,
said Laird, was the result of three
factors:
-American efforts over the
past 18 months to equip and upgrade South Vietnamese military
forces.
-The sharp increase in South
Vietnamese draft calls.
-The easing of heavY construetion needs for many American
construction workers.
From now until June, about
200,000 men will be rotated back
to the United States from Viet
Nam as part of normal operations, Laird said. Because of the
factors he mentioned, he added,
not all would have to be replaced.

NCAA To Judge
Education Needs
(Continued from page 1)
shey and Dines, members of the
steering committee are John N.
Durrie, university secretary, Joseph Frank, professor and chairman, department of English,
Morris S. Hendrickson, professor
of mathematics, Alvin W.
Howard, assistant professeor of
secondary education, William H.
Huber, Jr., professor and acting
dean of Business Administration
and director of university college

and counseling center, and Glenn
A. Whan, ::professor and chairman of the department of nuclear
engineering.
UNM has been fully accredited
since 1922.
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Dines tHopes For Legalization' of Pot
Dines Proposes
Draft Counselor
For UNMMen

,,

,..
By .TOY HART
l"
Staff Writer
Jim Dines proposed last night f:~'
in his .State of tbe Campus speech
that the Student Lobby should L :..
work toward the establishment of
a state legislative committee on
mm:ijnana.
l '
SI\eaking before the student
m:nate and about 40 other students, Dines said, "We must realme that the smoking of marijwma is prevalent on this campus
w.day." Dines reported that he had
talked with some legislators who
f~lt tbe commission was a good
idea. "I hope marijuana will be
legalized," Dines added.
Noting that there are a "vast
number of male students on campus concerned with their draft
status," Dines also proposed that
the Senate should hh'e a draft
counselor.
The counselor, who would maintain certain hours on camPI'S,
would be paid by the Senate, Callinv the job being done by the Re·
sistance in their field "fine," Dines
said that in the future he hoped
that no UNM student would have
to go off campus for draft counseling.
Other proposals made by Dines
eoncerned a teacher evaluation
booklet, a tutor counseling program, a student infonnation
booklet, a leadership award for
high school students., and t'hunges
in the structure of the executive
branch.
Dines ended his addresll with
comments on student apathy. «I
Campus
hope we will no longer worry
abOut student apathy, but will
stress stu d en t in'Volvemeut,"
tion calls for 20, although 25 senDines said.
In senate action, the student ators were elected last spring.
leaders voted to send a resolution Since there are only two vacanconcerning women's hours to a cies, legally an election can not
steering committee for a vote. be called.
If there is no injunction in the
(See "Hours" story on this page).
The senate also heard a report student court, the Olmi ruling
from Tony Olmi, elections chair- will stand, said Ron Curry, asman concerning the calling of a sociated student's vice-president.
special election. Olmi said that But Curry stressed that any stuthere is no cause for an election dent has the· right to challenge
the committee decision.
now.
The meeting cleared somewhat
The senate now bas 18 members, and the present constitu- as the senate became involved in

h
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*Send any black & white or color
photo (no negatives) and the name
"Swingline"cut out from any Swingline
p!lckage (o~ reaso~able facsimile) to:
POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 165,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95
cash, check, or money order (no
C.O.D.'s). Add sales tax where appliC!lble.
Poster rolled and mailed (postpaid) in sturdy tube. Original material returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
·

Get a

Swingline
Tot Stapler

98c:
(Including 1000 stnpl•s)
Ln:r'J;er $bD CUD Desk

Stapler only

$1:.69

UnC<>nditionally gumrnnt•ood:
At any Stntioncry1 "Variety, or book store.

_$'~INC.
tONG !StAND CITY N.Y. tHO!

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

Lobo p)loto by Rich StejskaL

Report

ASUNM President Jim Dines last night reported on the State"Of•
tlte Campus in his address to the student senate. He advocated the
legalization of marijuana, and suggested that a state legislative committee be set up to study the matter.

a lengthy discussion of presidential appointments. Of the 40some students who sat in the
visitor's gallery during Dine's
speech, only about 15 were left
at the end of the meeting.
Thirteen presidential appointments were accepted in a bloek
vote. Ten were discussed and voted on individually. Twenty-two
appointments were
approved
while one was tabled.
George Hiller, in charge of appointments, said that interested
senators should have come to the
presidential appointments meeting held before the senate meet-

:ing. It was his contention that all
appointments should have been
considered in a block vote.
The senate also approved a finance committee recommendation
to buy $1,368.24 of equipment for
The Lobo staff.
The purchase of the equipment
was made necessary by an increase in Tbe Lobo staff size this
year.
Tom Hogg will be in charge of
the leadership-scholarship ,award
proposed by Dines. Dines is concerned that many high school
leaders are not recognized when
athletic and scholarship awards

are given.
"We can be one of the first universities in the United States to
have such a program," Dines said.
Dines also showed his concern
for what he called 'the bad image' UNM has in the southern
part of the state. He said that we
should make UNM first in the
mind of graduating seniors.
Beginning in November two
teams of students will travel to
the southern part of the state to
talk with high school students.
Most of the cost of the program
will be paid by the alumni, who
are cooperating in the program.

It's Good Business
to be an

Abolitio.n ·of Women's Hours

ALPHA KAPPA PSI

Proposed In Senate Meeting

Did you know AKT
Is ihe oldest fratllrnity, ~avil!g been
formed in th& School of Commerce
Aaounts and Finance at Hew York
,. Univenily on Odobet 5, 1~?
Has initiated ov&r 56,000 members,
most of whom are busineu &xecu·
tlvu, l.as in$talled over l26 eolleue
ehapten. has 36 alumni· ehapters.
and is one of lh& 20 largest eoUeg&
frol&mities?
Is one of the feVf otganizcrlion• in
sc:hools ot business whleh empha·
size$ Qnd t110cbes adhe...,nce to high
business. ldeab and ethia?

the Beta Tau Chapter
of
Alpha Kappa Psi
Invite$ all busineu anti
ecOnomics majors 1o a

RUSH SMOKER
Wednesday Evening
7:30
Room 25Q..C of the
New Mexico Union

Men Who Expect The Finest Wear

HIGGINS SLACKS
FEATURING BLENDS OF FORTRI::L® COTTON

Homecoming

By ROB BURTON
Editor-in-Chief
A resolution calling for "abolition of women's hours" in University housing was introduced
in ASUNM Senate lal!t night by
Senator Steven van Dresser. The
resolution was referred to a steering committee.
The committee chairwoman,
Linda Wilson, called a meeting
for next Tuesday at noon in the
Union.
Van Dresser's resolution saidBe it resolved by the student
senate of the ASUNM that,
WHEREAS it is the function
of the University to provide
educational opportunity rather than a public baby sitting
service and;
WHEREAS there is no reason in a civilized society for
any woman to be required to
submit to involuntary incarUNM pl\ot.o bY Dob Dnuner.
ceration in order to pursue a
higher education at a publie
Homecoming chairman Joe Fi·
institution, and;
orilla (1), and Jack Piekel co•
WHEREAS
any woman who
chairman, distuss 11lans for Home·
is
of
age
to
legally marry
coming '68.

without parental consent is
old enough to date without
conSent and;
WHEREAS there ill no fer. tility pattern which precludes pregnancy during the
summer months or prior to
11 p.m. daily,
Now, therefore, be it resolved
that mandatory vt omen' s
hours be abolished and further that any woman desirous of maintaining hours be
allowed to do so."
Ron Curry, ASUNM vice-president who presides at Senate meetings, told The Lobo "I think the
resolution will pass. I'm in favor
of it."
t Mtcr Senate adjourned van
Dresser told The Lobo he had
sponsored the resolution because
as a married man he thought his
motives would be above suspicion.
Earlier yesterday, at an AWS
planning sssion, AWS President
Louise Bazan said that one of
the main efforts of A WS this
year would be to consider hours

modification proposals. She criticized an earlier Lobo story which
quoted several dorm counselors on
alleged "inaction" by A WS. "They
work for the Dean of Women,"
she said, and "aren't a g-ood
source for AWS news."
Valarie Whiting, a donn resident, was asked by Miss Wilson
to present the resolution to the
next meeting of Residence Hall"•
Council. RHC meets tomorrow
night. Miss Whiting said Miss
Wilson asked her to seek a consensus of the attitudes of donn
reaidents on hours abolition,
"I feel the language is too
strong," said Miss Whiting when
asked her evaluation of van Dresser's resolution.
"I don't !mow about totally
abolishing hours," she said. "Too
many :factors are involved." She
said she thoUght opinions on the
issue would be strongly divided.
Van Dresser said in a statement
to The Lobo that the only valid
reason for hours restrictions was
a "fear of pregnancy."
;' '•

